L-DCS Integration with Navitaire New Skies

Damarel announces a new integration of its L-DCS departure control system with the Navitaire New Skies reservation system.

With this latest development, airlines and ground handlers can share information like never before.

Some benefits...

- DCS and RES data exchange with significant Type B cost reductions
- Improve data shared with government agencies and border authorities
- Reduce manual data entry
- Minimise risk of passenger-related fines
- Use staff more efficiently, save time and cost
- Increased data accuracy and secure exchange
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Damarel is constantly improving and expanding its products and the latest release of the L-DCS departure control system will now integrate data seamlessly between the systems you rely on every day.

This new feature addresses some high-profile operational issues experienced by aviation customers, from controlling messaging costs to improving the quality and quantity of data supplied to government agencies.

What does the integration provide?

Bi-directional integration between L-DCS and Navitaire New Skies:

- Data transferred between DCS and RES automatically with no requirement for Type B messages and PNL/ADLs
- API data updated in Navitaire automatically - no manual entry required
- Passenger details transferred to L-DCS at a time period of your choice
- Navitaire New Skies data takes priority before check-in, L-DCS data takes priority after check-in
- History captured in Navitaire New Skies as a date-stamped comment

Call us for more information on +44 (0)1252 783 787 or email us at info@damarel.com